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3F0792-14-

t
U. - S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

.

! Attention: Document' Control Desk
. Washington, D. C.-- 205E5-

w Subject: : Licensee Event Report (LER) 92-13

Dear Si.r:

: EnclosedH is Licensee - Event Report (LER) 92-13 which is st.bmitted in
accordance with 10 CFR-50.73.

Sincerely,- 3

, /9),frf$5k/2
-

: fve[G. L. Boldti .

'

Vice President
Nuclear Production' --

L EEfim~ag .
..

Enclosure ~- .

._

?xc:: -Regional- Administrator, Region II-
Project' Manager,'NRR*

Senior Resident: Inspector

;

. _ . _

'

9208050051 920731
PDR ADOCK?05000302

'
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F AC*JTY 94AME (1) DOCKET %MDER CO PM3E (4

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 (CR-3) 0| 5| 0| 0l 0| 3| 0| 2 1 |OF| 0 | 3'

Tif LE (4)
incorrect Valve Stern Material Causes 81 operable Containrnant isolation Valve
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SCOVENTML REVISION F ACILITY NAMES DOCKET NUMBEH(9)
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LICENSEE CON FACT FOR THIS LEf1(t?)
NAME,
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T ELEPHONE NUMBER

AHEA CODE

W. A. Stephenson, Nuclear Safety Supervisor
9| 0 | 4 7| 9 | 6 |- | 6| 4 | 8 | 6

COMPLETE ONE UNE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILUFE IN THIS ICPORT (13)

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONF:6.'1 MANUFAC- HEPORTABLE CAUSE SYS1EM COMPONENT MANUFAP. HFPORTABLE
TURfR TO NPFIDS , TUHER TO P. PHOS

A BjO |115|Y K]9|919 YES L | | | | | |

| 1 I I | | I I I I I I I I I
8UPfMMENTAL FEPoitT EXPECTED 04) EXPECTED MONTH DAY YEAH

SUDMISSION

YES (firea ccamese t.taretto nsatsssov cMit % NO DATE (16) | | | |
AusTwci -. . .. . _ - - ,_ O.)

On June 12, 1992, Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) was shutdown in MODE 6 (REFUELING)
with fuel move;;; ant in progress. During post-maintenance tes\.ing of makeup
isolation valve MUV-27, the valve failed to close on demand. Upon inspection,
it was discovered that the valve stem was bent. The cLuse of the stem failure
dates back to the end of CR-3 construction when several valves were found to
have bent stems due to insufficient material strength. At that time, a
modification was approved to upgrade the valve stem material. Although
originally planned for completion in Refuel 4, the valve stem for MUV-27 was
apparently never replaced. However, revised design drawings had been issued
depicting the MVV-27 stem to be the upgraded s, laterial. The maximum thrust
limit for MUV-27 was subsequently increased based on the erroneous material
infomation on the design drawings. The potential for stem failure existed each
time tie valve was cycled from that time on. The MUV-27 stem us replaced with
the correct material together with the stem nut, pressure seal ring, bonnet, and
motor. The valve wedge was also refurbished. Current engineering practices,
plant procedures, and tracking and documentation schemes will preclude the
recurrence of a similar premature alteration of design drawing information,

i
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CRYSTAL AlVER UNIT 3 (CR-3)
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EVENT DESCRIPTION:.

On June 12, 1992, Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) was shutdown in MODE 6 (REFUELING)
at 0% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), 0 MW , with fuel movement in progress. During
post-maintenance stroke testing of make,up isolation valve [CB,ISV] MUV-27, the
valve failed to close on demand when selected to the closed position from the main
control room. Upon inspection, it was subsequently discovered that the valve stem
was bent, precluding valve motion in either the open or closed direction. The
valve had performed satisfactorily during Generic Letter 89-10 differential
pressure (D/P) testing conducted on June 7, 1992, and had been cycled on at least
one occasion following modification work performed in the associated motor control
center [CB,MCC] and breaker (CB,BKR].

MUV-27 is a Walworth 2.50 inch gate valve, actuated by a Limitorque type SMB-00
motor operator [84]. The valve functions primarily to accomplish isolation of
normal makeup flow to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB] from the Makeup and
Purification System (MUS) [CB]. This motor operated valve (MOV) [20] also serves
as a contaiament isolation valve in that it receives a signal to close
automatically upon actuation of the Reactor Building Isolation and Cooling (RBIC)
System [JM] [BK] at a pressure of 4 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) in the
Reactor Building (RB) [NH].

The NRC was notified of this event per 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(i) at 2052 on July 1, 1992
via the Emergency Notification System. This report is being submitted in

accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)

CAUSE OF EVENT:

\t the end of CR-3's construction phase in 1976, various valves were found to have
bent valve stems. The problem resolution was to replace the existing 316 stainless
steel (SS) stems with A564-GR630-Hil50 material, a precipitation-hardened SS
exhibiting superior tensile and yield characteristics. A plant modification
approval record (MAR) was used to document the changeout of the valve stem material
on a number of the valves and allowed for the replacenient of the remaining valve
stems, including MUV-27. Florida Power Corporation personnel have been unable to
determine why, although the work was scheduled for completion during CR-3's Refuel
4 outage, the valve stem for MUV-27, among others, was never changed out.

The MAR was subsequently closed out and revised design drawings were issued
depicting the MUV-27 stem material to be the A564-GR630-Hll50 steel. In December
of 1990, the maximum thrust 1imit for MUV-27 was increased from 7757 lbt to 17,000
lb, to enable the valve to meet anticipated worst case opening and closing D/P
requirements. This new limit was based on the erroneous design drawing information
regarding the valve stem material. The limit would have been acceptable had the
valve stem been replaced as planned in Refuel 4. The consequence of the increased

NRC Form 366A (6-89)
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thrust limit was the premature failure of the type 316 SS valve stem due to
fatigue.

EVENT ANALYSIS:

MVV-27 receives a signal to close automatically upon RBIC actuation at 4 psig in
the RB, thus resulting in its classification as a containment isolation valve per
the FSAR. Once the maximum thrust limitatior. for the valve was increased to 17,000
lb, in 1990, the potential for stem failure existed. A bent tem would clearly
prevent MUV-27 from performing its safety-related function.

It is important to note that any postulated scenario which would result in a
pressure of 4 psig in the RB would in all likelihood involve actuation of the High
Pressure Injection (HPI) System (BQ]. The discharge head of the HPI pumps (P]
would preclude this RB penetration as a release path. Should this hypothetical
scenario result in Low Pressure Injection (LPI) [BP] actuation and the eventual .

termination of HPI flow, a greater potential for radiation release to tiie
environment would exist if MVV-27 were to fail to close. Ilowever, downstream check
valves MUV-43 and MUV-161 would function to prevent backflow through this line.
In fact, until its recent removal from the FSAR listing, MUV-161 was classified as
a containment isolation valve. The possibility of a release via this path is thus
considered to be extremely small.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The MUV-27 stem was replaced with a valve stem made of the A564-GR630-H1150 SS
material. The valve and valve motor operator were assessed for damage, resulting
in refurbishment of the valve wedge and replacement of the valve's stem nut,
pressure seal ring, bonnet, and motor [M0].

Plant records were reviewed extensively in order to identify additional valves
which may not have had their stems replaced in accordance with the original
modification intent. These valves will be examined on a case-by-case basis to
determine if an upgrade of the stem material to the A564-GR630-Hil50 SS is still
warr:nted.

Engineering practices, plant procedures, and tracking and documentation schemes
presently in place preclude the alteration of design drawing information prior to
completion of associated work items.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENYS:

This :s the first LER written pertaining to valve stem failure on a safety-related
valve.

NHC Form 3MA (6-49)


